A Robust, High Security Slamlock
For Commercial Vehicles
Simple, effective, secure

SlamSecure is a heavy duty, mechanical truck and trailer slamlock designed to remove the
vulnerabilities and weaknesses associated with conventional commercial vehicle doors.
Compatible with traditional ‘throw over’ style handles found on roller shutter and barn/swing doors,
SlamSecure is mounted on the exterior of the vehicle, providing both a robust physical level of
security and highly visual deterrent to potential thieves. Constructed from corrosion resistant
stainless steel, SlamSecure is designed to offer a robust, reliable and user friendly solution that
provides operators with an enhanced level of security.
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SLAMSECURE

SlamSecure
Product Information

Manufactured to withstand
common methods of attack, in
the harshest of environments
anywhere in the world,
Slamsecure is a cost effective
security solution for the road
transport industry.
Slamsecure is a heavy-duty, externally mounted locking device,
designed with vehicle operators in mind. As a self contained unit
without any loose parts or padlocks to administer, doors are
simply closed as normal with the handle lowered into position,
the mechanical jaws of Slamsecure then clamp it into place,
securing both doors and load area in one movement.
As standard, access is gained with the use of a mechanical
KABA 20 key, for operations where an even greater level of
security is required, upgrade to Maple Fleet Services’ IQ
application for full access control and audit capabilities.

Features
t Fits to shutter & Barn/swing door applications
t Slamlock Action: Doors are locked as soon as the door
handle is securely engaged
t High visibility design acts as a strong deterrent to thieves.
t Compatible with Whiting, Bloxwich, Henderson & Todco
door handles
t Short travel handle for ease of operation
t Hard wearing, robust design ensures seamless operation in
the harshest operating environments
t Low level of maintenance required
t Equipment can be installed and operational in just 1 hour
t Operated via KABA series 20 key system with over one
million keying combinations
t Can be upgraded to Maple Fleet Services’ IQ electronic
RFID system, featuring full access control & audit
capabilities
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Key Points
The theft of high value, high risk
products moving in supply
chains across Europe costs
businesses more than €8.2
billion every year.
The average cost per incident
of commercial vehicle crime to
an operator in the UK is more
than £25,000.
Maple Fleet Services have been
providing industry leading
security solutions since 1974,
we are the trusted name in
commercial vehicle security.
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